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Senior Managing Director,  
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As we enter a new decade, we would like to thank our investors for their continued support 
and business. We look forward to working with you in 2020 and beyond.

In 2019, money fund yields were affected by the Federal Reserve’s (Fed) mid-cycle 
adjustment, easing monetary policy on weaker than expected global growth. A year ago, the 
Fed’s dot plot projected two rate hikes, for an end-of-year target range of 275–300 basis 
points (bps). Instead, the Fed cut rates three times, bringing the target range to 150–175 bps. 
Money market yields followed accordingly. Similarly in Europe, rather than finishing the  
wind-down of its asset purchase program in 2019, the European Central Bank (ECB) is  
once again buying assets to stimulate growth. 

As noted in our outlook on rates, in 2020, markets are not expecting the Fed to change  
rates by more than 25 bps. While economic fundamentals remain strong, uncertainty is 
moderately elevated heading into 2020, due mainly to trade tensions. For Europe, the new 
ECB President Christine Lagarde appears intent on keeping policy steady in advance  
of a promised mid-year strategic review. 

The monetary policy shift in 2019 provided context for a question that money funds faced 
in recent months: why was duration so short as rates fell? During the Fed’s recent 75 bps 
adjustment, rather than propping up yields with longer duration assets, funds only took 
advantage of about half the maximum allowable weighted average maturity. As we explain, 
the answer lies in the speed at which trade tensions escalated, global growth slowed and 
investor sentiment softened, resulting in the divergent paths the market began pricing  
in for rates. 

Looking ahead, the forecast for credit remains positive. Globally, post-crisis regulations 
ensure that bank capital buffers are materially higher. Even European banks, after years of 
negative interest rates, have materially improved their credit profiles. While a 2020 recession 
is not our base case, when the cycle ends we believe the banking system’s strength will 
prevent systemic impacts.  

Our outlook also examines the role that post-crisis regulations played in September’s repo 
rate spike. The bottom line: although regulations have created a more resilient banking 
system, they have also diminished financial market liquidity and efficiency. To address this, 
the Fed has considered becoming a more regular market participant through a standing repo 
facility, but this is fraught with shortcomings. We present options for tweaking post-crisis 
rules while maintaining bank resilience.

Prime money fund assets under management continue to grow, more than doubling since 
money market fund reform took effect in October 2016. Prime money funds have maintained 
high liquidity, and net asset value fluctuations have been low. As we explore in “There’s Still 
Time to Move to Prime,” prime money fund investors have been able to take advantage of 
yield premium since reform. Weighing the risk and return, we believe that it still makes sense 
to allocate a portion of a company’s cash to prime strategies. 
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Finally, this year’s outlook continues our coverage of cash innovations, which are picking 
up speed. With private sector initiatives such as Libra, Fnality and JPM Coin and the Fed’s 
efforts to modernize its payment system, the way treasurers move money is poised for  
some dramatic improvements. 

Please let us know your thoughts or reach out to your State Street Global Advisors’ 
representative for assistance with your cash needs. 

Pia McCusker
Senior Managing Director, 
Global Head of Cash Management



Credit Research 
Outlook
While the list of specific issues that have challenged the duration 
of the cycle continued to evolve over the past decade, it has 
nevertheless persevered. Yet we’re still left pondering how close 
we are to the end of the current credit and business cycles.

Peter K. Hajjar 
Vice President,  
Head of Cash and Structured Credit Research 



While we certainly don’t want to sound like a broken record,  
we unfortunately, or fortunately since it means that the credit 
cycle has not come to an end, find ourselves in the same 
situation that we’ve been in at the end of the past two calendar 
years. As economic historians will tell you, recessions are 
typically caused by either tightening of monetary policy, 
tightening of fiscal policy, bursting of a credit or debt bubble, 
bursting of a housing or asset price bubble, and/or a banking 
crisis. We believe the risk of each of these is low in the near 
term. However, we believe that the risk of a cyclical downturn 
driven by an exogenous shock (for example, global trade 
uncertainty) is moderate. It is unclear if reactive monetary  
and/or fiscal policy would be able to provide enough of a  
buffer to prevent a recession and a pronounced downturn  
in the credit cycle. 

Introduction
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As we approach the end of 2019, financial markets (both debt and equity) are striking a 
relatively optimistic tone, despite evidence that suggests that the credit and business cycles 
are in the latter stages. In some ways, we can understand this optimism. After all, in our 
opinion, there has been evidence that we are in the later stages of the cycle for more than 
two years, so perhaps this sustainability and perseverance is, by itself, a cause for optimism. 
Further, there has been some tangible positive news on the trade front, with the potential 
for the postponement or even abandonment of the potential tariff increases for China in 
December and the potential action on European autos. With regards to economic data 
releases, there has been some relief that the weakness in the global manufacturing sectors 
have not yet led to recessionary data in non-manufacturing and consumer sectors in most 
developed economies. Perhaps the biggest driver of positive financial market performance 
has been the pronounced U-turn taken by global central banks to a definitive easing 
monetary policy stance during the year. Indeed, trade tensions and monetary policy are 
easing simultaneously for the first time in more than two years.

Will these factors be enough to assure the sustainability of the current cycle? Our credit 
research team has our doubts that central bank policy easing will be enough to sustain 
the cycle on its own. From a fundamental economic perspective, further monetary policy 
easing will only improve economic growth trajectories if private credit creation accelerates 
because of it. While the global flow of private sector credit creation has been stable in 2019 
(perhaps because of more accommodative central banks), there is little to suggest that 
lower rates have boosted demand to borrow in developed markets.� An increase in the 
private sector credit creation may ultimately occur, if monetary policy remains exceptionally 
accommodative. This will also require further improvement in the global economic data, 
in our opinion. The US and China may sign a Phase 1 trade deal and tariffs may be rolled 
back somewhat. We don’t think, however, this will not be enough to reverse a recession in 
manufacturing and capital expenditure business spending. Morgan Stanley has estimated 
that trade tensions and their impact on corporate confidence and capital expenditure have 
cost the global economy 90 to 100 basis points (bps) of growth momentum thus far.2 At  
the same time, relatively strong employment and wage conditions, high household savings 
rates and historically low aggregate consumer debt-to-income ratios have supported the 
service and consumer-oriented sectors of many developed market economies, creating 
divergent paths for various components of these economies (Figure 1). 

1 Citi Research: Global Credit View; “Has the Monetary Tsunami Restarted?”; by Matt King; 11/15/19 
2  Morgan Stanley Research What’s Next in Global Macro; by Chetan Ahya (Chief Economist and Global Head  

of Economics); 10/20/19

Cycle 
Sustainability
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In our view, this divergence cannot continue for much longer without materially increasing the 
probability of a US and/or global recession and in turn, ending the business and credit cycles. 
At minimum, a pause in trade tension escalation seems required to end this divergence. 

As our team’s investment universe is more concentrated in debt issued by large banks and 
financial institutions, we always consider the condition of the credit cycle in that context. 
Heading into 2020, we need to consider the risk that trade tensions via weakened global 
growth trajectories and aggressive central bank easing will negatively impact banks’ earning 
capacity. While earnings are a more important consideration for equity analysts and investors,  
the ability of banks’ to organically accrete capital through earnings is an important factor in 
fundamental credit assessments. 

In general, slower economic growth and lower interest rates are negative for bank earnings,  
especially if or when lower rates do not spur demand for private credit. Given the persistence 
of low and negative rates in Europe and Japan, earnings capacity in those sectors are 
particularly challenged, which weakens the first line of defense against bank balance sheet 
devaluation in the event of weaker global growth, as strong operating income levels help 
absorb higher credit losses, preventing banks from generating earnings losses and the 
erosion of its balance sheet’s book value. 

In last year’s Credit Research Outlook, we identified the European banking sector as the 
most vulnerable in our focus universe to the end of the credit cycle. The same factors 
we identified last year as rationale for vulnerability persist for 2020. The inefficient and 
inadequate structure of the European financial and political systems, as well as the 
prolonged period of ultra-low to negative interest rates for the continent’s banking system. 
The risk associated with these factors could be mitigated if progress is made in improving  
the structure of the European Union. For example, near-term prospects of progress  
towards completing the development of a full banking union with Pan-European deposit 
insurance are only modestly better than they were a year ago.

Figure 1 
Divergence of 
Manufacturing versus 
Non-manufacturing 
Sectors

 ISM Manufacturing

 ISM Non-manufacturing

Source: Bloomberg data (11/19/19)
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Yet another theme from last year’s Global Cash Outlook is despite the risk factors outlined, 
we reiterate that we broadly view the global banking sector as a source of strength in 
mitigating macro-economic impacts when the cycle ends due to the significant evolution 
of banking regulations since the Global Financial Crisis. These regulations, especially as 
they pertain to systemically important banks, assure that bank capital buffers are materially 
higher, and funding and liquidity conditions are more stable. Even European banks have 
materially improved their credit profiles in these capacities. Indeed, when the cycle does end, 
and the most leveraged areas of the corporate credit markets suffer material degradation, 
we believe that the strength and soundness of the reformed banking system will prevent 
systemic impacts and broad contagion. As such, we also believe that credit events are more 
apt to be idiosyncratic or industry-specific than systemic. 

For the last two years, our Credit Research team motto has been: “Don’t worry about the end 
of the credit cycle: be ready for it.” To us this means continuing to select cash investment 
counterparties that are best-equipped to maintain their fundamental credit profiles when a 
downturn inevitably occurs.



Reinventing 
Cash
Physical money use is quickly diminishing in many countries, 
in favor of new forms of exchange that were unknown just 
a few years ago. Consumers, who have benefited from this 
transformation, are abandoning checks and cash in favor  
of peer-to-peer services.

Will Goldthwait 
Portfolio Strategist,  
Global Cash and Fixed Income  
Investment Management Teams



The nature of money — what it is, who issues it, and how it  
is exchanged — is evolving at an unprecedented clip. Bitcoin 
celebrated its tenth birthday in 2019, in a crowded field of  
more than 1,600 cryptocurrencies.� In the US, just 31% of 
transactions are now handled in cash. In Sweden it’s down  
to 13%.2 Consumers, who have so far benefited the most from 
this transformation, are abandoning checks and cash in  
favor of peer-to-peer services such as Zelle and Venmo.

The cash revolution arguably started in the early 1970s, with  
the launch of the first institutional money market fund.3 The 
money fund was akin to minting a new fiat currency: for the  
first time, customers could deposit cash outside of the banking 
system. For a variety of reasons, however, current innovations 
have had little impact on institutional money management, or 
on international transactions. Yet several new ventures are 
promising to begin phasing in new services as soon as 2020. 
The most prominent of these is Facebook’s Libra. However,  
for institutional investors new initiatives including Fnality,  
JPM Token and FedNow could be more influential in delivering 
the 24/7/365 convenience that retail customers have come  
to expect, at scale and with the level of security demanded  
by businesses. 

1 https://www.coinlore.com/all_coins 
2 https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R45716.pdf 
3 https://www.nytimes.com/1973/01/07/archives/overnight-mutual-funds-for-surplus-assets.html

Introduction
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Facebook is positioning Libra as a global currency “to promote financial inclusion.” Facebook 
intends to enable the 2.7 billion4 active users on its platforms to make payments and transfer 
money worldwide, at little or no cost. Users would be able to store value in a digital wallet 
denominated in Libra. A key target for Facebook is the world’s 1.7 billion unbanked individuals, 
many of whom have mobile devices and use Facebook services. Given the breadth of 
Facebook’s network, Libra has the potential to rapidly attain global reach. As an indication  
of the potential scale, China’s Alipay and WeChat Pay services reportedly handled more  
than $37 trillion in mobile payments within China in 2018.5 

Libra has several features that could make it important to institutional investors. In contrast 
to cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and Ethereum whose values are largely speculative, Libra 
is intended to be stable. It would be backed by a reserve fund invested in “a collection of 
low-volatility assets, including bank deposits and government securities in currencies from 
stable and reputable central banks.”6 Its value would float with the basket of underlying  
fiat currencies in which this collateral is denominated. 

For cash managers, Libra could offer an alternative way to store and transfer value, potentially  
diversifying foreign currency risks. Libra holders would not earn interest or dividends, 
however, unless issuers begin denominating debt in Libra. The social networking company 
and organizations collaborating with it as members of the Libra Association would collect 
the interest on the assets in the Libra reserve fund. 

If Libra gains widespread acceptance, it could ease cross-border currency flows, changing 
the global economy and the way businesses handle cash. Companies could price their 
products and pay their employees in the currency, decreasing the dominance of major 
currencies. Facebook has set a 2020 launch date, although global regulators and central 
banks have called for a delay until various concerns can be addressed. The concerns 
include the impact Libra would have on: monetary policy, sovereign currencies, the banking 
system, and compliance with know-your-customer and money-laundering regulations.  
(For more information on Libra, see State Street Global Advisors’ analysis Libra: One Coin  
to Rule Them All?)

4 https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/brainard20191016a.htm 
5  Frank Tang and Doug Palmer, "U.S.-China Trade War Deal Could Be Too Late for the Likes of Mastercard,  

American Express and Visa," South China Morning Post, April 2, 2019, cited in Fed Governor Lael Brainard’s Oct. 16 
speech: https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/brainard20191016a.htm

6 https://libra.org/en-US/wp-content/uploads/sites/23/2019/06/TheLibraReserve_en_US.pdf

Libra 
Proposed  
Launch Date — 
2020
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Fnality seeks to create a decentralized, blockchain-based financial infrastructure, 
dramatically simplifying wholesale banking and enabling near instantaneous transfers.  
The initiative — backed by a $63.2 million investment and about a dozen financial 
institutions (including State Street Corporation) — also seeks to reduce or eliminate  
certain risks intrinsic in the global exchange system.7   

Fnality would replace the laborious manual process required to transfer money between 
companies. Under the current system, multiple pieces of information must be exchanged 
between the companies, their banks and a central intermediary, such as Fedwire Funds 
Service for domestic US transfers. International transactions are even more complex, 
moving through multiple correspondent banks in different currencies and time zones. 
Eventually, each transfer gets batched with others, and at a pre-arranged time when a 
buildup of obligations has amassed, it is settled. The process only advances during business 
hours. Some transactions can take days or even weeks to clear. Risks inherent in the  
system include settlement risk, market risk and counterparty risk. 

Fnality would address these risks, as well as transaction speed and efficiency, by enabling 
institutions to trade directly among one another, without traditional intermediaries and with 
minimal human touches. For a company to transfer money to another, it would first move 
money from a cash account into a token account, in which each token represents a 1:1 basis 
of US dollars, euros, yen, pounds or Canadian dollars. Then, using Fnality’s blockchain-based 
distributed ledger platform, it would transfer the money directly and immediately into the 
token account of the recipient. 

Because the transfers are handled digitally using blockchain, they can occur 24/7/365, 
regardless of location or time zone, with any company that has an account on the platform. 
Unlike cryptocurrencies, Fnality’s platform will be accessible by permission only, to 
institutional clients who fulfill standard know your customer (KYC) requirements, and  
who are clients of banks that participate in Fnality. The tokens will be backed by risk-free 
assets in the corresponding fiat currency, such as Treasuries for dollar tokens, or Gilts  
for pound-sterling tokens. As such, transactions will carry minimal credit or foreign  
exchange risk.8

7 https://www.wsj.com/articles/ubs-led-group-to-launch-blockchain-based-trade-settlement-platform-11559554201 
8 For more information, see Fnality.org. 

Fnality 
Proposed  
Launch Date — 
2020
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JPM Coin is a blockchain-based token system with many similarities to Fnality. Each token  
is backed by real assets held by JPMorgan. First tested in February 2019, in the near term 
JPM Coin will only be available for transfers among JPMorgan’s institutional clients. It can 
only be used for transactions in dollars, although over time the company plans to extend it  
to other major currencies. 

The Federal Reserve (Fed) is also taking steps to modernize how cash is moved domestically 
in the US. Currently, the Fed’s Automated Clearinghouse (ACH) payment system handles 
the vast majority of US domestic cash transfers. ACH is a network through which depository 
institutions send each other batches of electronic credit and debit transfers for settlement. 
In 2018, it moved $51.2 trillion, in 23 billion transactions.9 ACH, however, still largely operates 
as it did when it was established in 1974: the system closes during off hours, and it generally 
takes days for payments to be edited, sorted and delivered. 

In August 2019, the Fed announced that it would launch FedNow, a new real-time payment 
and settlement service, to make near instantaneous payments available to everyone, 
24/7/365. As we wrote in last year’s Global Cash Outlook, if the Fed implements real-time 
payments, we believe that money funds would seize the opportunity to eliminate deadlines 
and closures, and begin offering global access to funds in real-time, available at any given 
time, which the modern economy demands and retail banking customers take for granted. 

The Fed is proceeding with the idea at a cautious pace. It initially created a task force in 2015 
to bring faster payments by 2020.�0 However, completion of FedNow service is anticipated  
in 2023–24. In the meantime, the Fed has requested public comment on how to design 
FedNow. It has indicated that the initiative “is intended to provide a neutral platform for new 
private-sector innovation in faster payment services.” �� Despite efforts for Libra, Fnality 
and JPM Coin, we anticipate that most financial transactions will still move through the Fed 
system, so the development of FedNow remains critically important to the modernization  
of institutional cash services. 

9 https://www.nacha.org/sites/default/files/2019-04/2018%20ACH%20Network%20Volume%20and%20Value.pdf 
10 https://www.warren.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/Van_Hollen_Payments_Modernization_Act_of_2019_Fact_Sheet.pdf
11 https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/brainard20191016a.htm

JPM Coin 
In Pilot — 2019

FedNow 
Proposed Date — 
2023–2024
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In the coming years, cash investors can expect more flexibility, with the current level of safety 
and liquidity. The private sector is moving quickly to enable a global solution unconstrained 
by working hours. Central banks are realizing they need to address this technological 
evolution and ensure the safety of the overall monetary system. Clearly regulation will play 
a very important part in this evolution. Post-money fund reform in the US and Europe, funds 
are safer and more liquid. Now is the time to progress beyond the traditional scheduling 
limits imposed by a payment framework that has not kept pace with technological evolution. 
Eliminating fund deadlines, allowing multi-regional settlement and embracing technological 
change are developments that would greatly benefit business.  

What Does 
This Mean for 
Institutional  
Cash Investors? 
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There’s Still  
Time to Move  
 to Prime
Companies that invest exclusively in government money  
funds may be wise to weigh the yield benefits of prime money 
funds against the incremental risks inherent in these funds,  
and consider allocating to them. As a guide, this article reviews 
prime money fund performance and risk factors, focusing  
on the three years since reform.

Will Goldthwait 
Portfolio Strategist, 
Global Cash and Fixed Income  
Investment Management Teams



In last year’s Global Cash Outlook, we observed that many 
investors were considering moving some of their cash back into 
prime money fund strategies. Indeed, prime money fund assets 
under management (AUM) continued to grow in 2019, rising  
to $750 billion in November 2019, up from $536 billion a year 
earlier, and more than double from the low of $372 billion in  
the weeks after the October 2016 money fund reform deadline.� 
This continues to support the observation that investors are 
comfortable with how prime money funds operate. We believe 
companies that invest exclusively in government money funds 
would be wise to weigh the prime fund yield benefits against  
the incremental risks inherent in these funds, and consider 
allocating to them. 

1 Source: ICI as of October 31, 2019.

Introduction
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Institutional prime money funds carry certain risks (discussed below) that government 
money funds don’t. We believe that the risk/return profile offers value for investors with  
a slightly longer time horizon. A $100 million investment in a prime money fund would  
have returned $690,000 more than the same investment in a government money fund  
in the three years since money fund reform;2 over the past year it would have returned 
$170,000 more.3

We expect the spread to continue rewarding prime money fund investments. In aggregate, 
the yield difference between institutional prime and government funds has ranged from  
12 basis points (bps) to 26 bps during 2019 (excluding the anomalous week of Sept. 16, when 
the differential shrank to 4 bps due to a repurchase agreement market spike). At the time  
of this writing in mid-December, the spread stood at 22 bps. The spread has contracted  
from the post-money fund reform wide of 2017 (36 bps) and tax reform wide of 2018 (30 
bps). Still, we expect the spread to widen and tighten over time, as market events impact 
short-term rates. Given this fluctuation, we believe that it makes sense to keep at least some 
cash not required for immediate needs in prime money funds, to benefit from this spread.

2  Based on the three-year annualized returns for a premier-class prime fund vs. a premier-class government fund,  
as of October 31, 2019. Average Annual Total Returns reflect the reinvestment of dividends, capital gains distributions,  
all fee waivers and expense reimbursements. Effective October 12, 2016, Yields are calculated using the Fund’s  
3pm ET Floating NAV.

3  Based on the one-year annualized returns for a premier-class prime fund vs. a premier-class government fund,  
as of October 31, 2019.

Among the most significant regulatory changes enacted by the money fund reform was 
 the requirement that institutional prime money funds move from a fixed, dollar-per-share 
net asset value (NAV) to a variable NAV fund price. The change, intended to more accurately 
reflect the value of the assets in a money fund, raised concerns that 100% of the principal 
deposited in a money fund may not be available when redemptions were needed, if the NAV 
declined in value. 

The record over the past three years has helped to allay these concerns. During this time, we 
have seen only incremental NAV movements, which have been more than compensated for 
by excess return from the yield differential between variable NAV prime money funds and 
fixed NAV government money funds. 

Prime money fund NAV changes have been small and infrequent. We examined 27 funds 
since just after reform of December 2016. The largest price range in any fund over that 
period was 8 bps ($1.0007–$0.9999) and the smallest move was zero, or no move at all. With 
rare exceptions, when prime money fund NAVs move, they do so in increments of 1 basis 
point ($0.0001). We found 8 instances of a 2 bps ($0.0002) move, and we have not observed 
any that have moved more than 2 bps at a time. 

Yield Benefits

Variable NAV 
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This NAV stability has persisted even amid instability in short-term interest rates. In the 
three years since the new money fund rules went into effect, the Federal Funds Target 
Range has risen by 200 bps, and then fallen by 75 bps — the latter in just 4 months’ time. 
NAV stability has also been tested by other noteworthy events — such as unprecedented 
Treasury issuance, yield-curve inversions, volatility in the Libor-OIS spread (a proxy for 
credit conditions), quantitative tightening, and large-scale bond selling fueled by the 2017 tax 
cuts. Additionally, over the past 12 months, prime money fund AUM rose by more than $110 
billion, putting pressure on portfolio managers to invest that cash while maintaining a stable 
NAV.  On average, however, fund price changes have occurred only 1.7 times per month from 
December 2016 to November 2019. During the particularly volatile period of November 
2018 to November 2019, the rate ticked up to 2.6 moves per month. Still, the prime money 
fund yield differential over government money funds more than compensated all but the 
shortest-term investors for these NAV changes.

The other major changes that emerged with money fund reform include minimum liquidity 
requirements and provisions for redemption fees and liquidity gates in the event that a fund 
is not able to meet the minimum liquidity requirements. To review, prime money  funds are 
required to maintain at least 10% in daily liquidity and 30% in weekly liquidity. If liquidity falls 
below these levels, a fund’s board is authorized to impose fees of up to 2% and/or redemption 
gates, if it believes that doing so is in the best interest of the fund’s shareholders (for instance, 
to prevent asset runs). 

In general, portfolio managers are giving a wide berth to these thresholds. We examined 
some of the largest prime money funds and found weekly liquidity levels well in excess of  
the 30% required by the SEC. Some funds hold more than 40% of their AUM in such assets.  
In addition to the regulatory requirements for liquidity that far exceeds pre-reform levels,  
we have observed industry-wide pressure to maintain high liquidity, for the overall health  
of the industry. Fund managers understand that a liquidity shortfall at any single fund  
would likely harm the reputation of all institutional prime money funds, regardless of their 
liquidity levels. Taken together, we believe that investors are far better protected from  
risk in prime money funds today than they were prior to reform.

Even though the prime-to-government fund yield spread has compressed over the past  
year, prime money fund investors are still well rewarded for the incremental extra risk 
inherent in the credit exposure and floating NAV. The safety and liquidity of these vehicles 
remains robust. Balancing risk and reward, we believe that it makes sense to allocate a 
portion of a company’s cash to prime money fund strategies. 

Gates, Fees and 
Liquidity

Conclusion



The Role of  
Bank Regulations 
in Repo Market 
Disfunction
The supply-demand mismatch in money markets garnered 
considerable attention this past September. We view the  
volatility having more to do with a lack of willingness or ability 
from banks to intermediate than a lack of cash in the system. 

Attilio J. Qualtieri 
Vice President, 
Senior Cash Credit Analyst
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A temporary supply-demand mismatch for cash in money 
markets garnered considerable attention this past September. 
While the accompanying volatility was severe with repurchase 
agreement (repo) rates spiking to nearly 10% during intraday 
trading (Figure 2), it had more to do with a lack of willingness  
or ability of banks to intermediate than a lack of cash in the 
system. Simply put, banks were reluctant to reallocate into the 
repo market from reserves, due to liquidity regulations or to 
borrow from wholesale markets to lend into the repo market, 
due to capital regulations. Regardless of potential changes  
to monetary policy, we believe ensuring banks will be quicker  
to use their balance sheets and mitigate future funding 
mismatches will require changes to regulations. Improving  
repo market efficiency can be accomplished without 
compromising the resiliency of the banking sector.

Introduction

Figure 2 
Key Benchmark  
Repo Rates Spiked  
in Mid-September

  99th percentile

  75th percentile

  Secured overnight 
financing rate

  25th percentile

  �st percentile

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of New York as of November 30, 2019.
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September’s intraday repo market volatility drew similar headlines to 2008, yet the 
underlying circumstances could not have been more different. Rather than pervasive 
concerns around collateral values and counterparty credit risk, as was the case in 2008, 
September’s price action was driven by a handful of foreseeable and temporary factors 
impacting the supply and demand of cash. Though these episodes are similar in that  
banks hoarded liquid assets, the primary concern this fall was remaining in compliance  
with the myriad of post-crisis regulations and not lending to the wrong counterparty.  
This hindered intermediation in even the most liquid short-term funding markets, but  
the happenings were far from a Lehman Brothers moment.

If short-term cash markets had been efficient and rational in September, banks holding 
$1.45 trillion in reserves at the Federal Reserve (Fed)� would have jumped at the opportunity 
to reallocate into a liquid, low-risk, substitute such as repo backed by Treasury collateral. 
Not doing so indicates that bank reserves, which are not scarce in the context of pre-crisis 
monetary policy (variance of only $25 billion relative to pre-crisis levels), have become 
scarce in the context of post-crisis liquidity regulations. While this volatility is not particularly 
new, as money market investors have seen regulatory-induced dislocation on display at 
critical quarter- and year-end time periods for some time, reserves reaching their lowest 
comfort level have exacerbated these challenges.

Why Banks Did Not Re-Allocate out of Reserves Investors have familiarized themselves 
with public liquidity regulations under Basel rules including the Liquidity Coverage Ratio 
(LCR) and the Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR), yet these ratios did not appear to be binding 
in limiting banks from participating in repo markets. LCR presented no hurdle for substitution, 
as both reserves and Treasuries are treated equivalently in the numerator as high-quality 
liquid assets (HQLA), while the NSFR has yet to be adopted or proposed in the United 
States.2 Rather, it appears non-public liquidity requirements were more binding, including: 

•   Non-Public Stress Testing The Fed’s Comprehensive Liquidity Analysis and Review 
(CLAR) is used to assess bank liquidity adequacy. CLAR evaluates liquidity through 
a range of metrics and through analyzing of firms’ internal stress tests.3 This process 
happens behind closed doors is very much a “black box” for investors. An important 
consideration of CLAR is intra-day or “day 1” liquidity needs under an internal stress  
test, which some estimate to be at least $800–$900 billion.4 Regulators appear bias 
towards reserves as a liquidity source to meet non-public stress testing.

•   Resolution Planning Large US banks are required to file resolution plans which must 
describe the company’s strategy for rapid, orderly resolution in the event of material 
financial distress or failure. The plan contains both public and confidential sections.5  
As part of these plans, the banks must pre-position high quality liquid assets at various 

Much Different 
Than 2008 

Why Didn’t Banks 
Jump In?

Challenge � — 
Liquidity Rules
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subsidiaries to withstand a severe stress event, known as Resolution Liquidity Adequacy 
and Positioning (RLAP). They must also account for the estimated liquidity needed  
post-bankruptcy to support the surviving or wind-down subsidiaries, known as 
Resolution Liquidity Execution Need (RLEN). Once again, reserves appear to be the 
preferred liquidity source of regulators.

Key Takeaway Anecdotally, evidence suggests that regulators assign a higher monetization 
assumption on reserves relative to Treasuries for internal stress testing and resolution 
planning purposes, forcing banks to maintain higher balances.6 While treating reserves 
differently than Treasuries runs counter to the way these assets are viewed under the LCR, 
regulators likely prefer reserves since they can be used to make payments of unlimited size 
instantly as opposed to converting a large amount of Treasuries into cash which this takes 
time, may not be doable intra-day and can have a market impact.7

Why Banks Would Not Borrow to Intermediate New capital regulations have coincided 
with changes to binding capital constraints, making capital more expensive and scarcer. 
Under post-crisis rules, banks seek to use all capital that is always available to optimize 
returns. Negatively, capital cannot be as efficiently deployed if a dislocation hits.8 As it 
relates to repo markets, some of the most impactful changes post-crisis include:

•   G-SIB Buffer Global Systemically Important Banks (G-SIBs) are assigned an annual 
surcharge based on systemic importance. Under gold-plated US rules, the surcharge 
ranges from 1% to 5.5% in 50 basis point increments and is derived formulaically from 
five equally-weighted categories, the majority of which use fourth quarter- or year-end 
data. To achieve a lower capital surcharge, the only option is to reduce the balance  
sheet constituents that derive each category score. For repo markets, since four of  
the five categories can potentially benefit by reducing secured funding balances, this  
has become one of the most effective ways to manage the score given several other 
avenues (i.e. reducing derivatives and selling non-core assets) have been exhausted.9 

Challenge 2 — 
Capital Rules

Figure 3 
Reducing Secured Funding 
Balances Is an Efficient 
Way of Lowering G-SIB 
Surcharge
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•  Leveraged Capital Requirements Measuring capital adequacy on a leveraged basis, 
introduced post-crisis as a compliment to risk-based requirements, is done by treating  
all assets the same, regardless of risk. The US gold-plated leverage ratio, known as  
the Supplementary Leverage Ratio (SLR), requires that 5% capital must be maintained 
against all leveraged exposure. As a result, the SLR disproportionally penalizes a bank  
for holding low-risk, low-margin assets such as reverse repo backed by treasuries,  
which hurts ROE, or for growing its balance sheet. 

Key Takeaway Post-crisis regulations incentivize banks to be smaller, particularly around 
quarter- and year-end. Doing so by reducing or de-emphasizing secured funding is efficient 
from both a G-SIB score and leverage ratio perspective. In September, if banks had decided 
to borrow in wholesale funding markets to finance repo lending opportunities, it would have 
resulted in a larger balance sheet with a corresponding negative implication on G-SIB score 
and returns.

Post-crisis bank regulations have created a more resilient banking system but a less efficient 
and less liquid financial market. With reserves having met their lowest comfortable level, 
the appetite of banks to intermediate in repo markets will depend on how bank rules and 
regulations evolve. 

While changes to monetary policy could help the repo market, the Fed becoming a more 
regular market participant via a standing repo facility (SRF) is fraught with its own 
shortcomings. An SRF would not change regulatory-driven constraints in the banking  
sector, would present moral hazard and would be ironic given the focus of post-crisis 
regulations on preventing bank bail-outs, especially given the current stigma associated  
with the Fed’s Discount Window.�0 

Unless changed, there are four important bank regulatory constraints impacting repo 
markets. Two relating to capital (leveraged capital ratios, G-SIB surcharge) and two relating 
to liquidity (resolution planning, intra-day stress test). While leveraged capital requirements 
currently have some momentum for potential modification by the Fed, the other constraints 
would still apply. ��, �2

We suggest two changes to post-crisis bank regulations that authorities can pursue to improve 
the resiliency of the repo market while maintaining the strength of the US banking sector: 

1 Place less emphasis on fourth quarter and year-end data to recalibrate the Fed’s G-SIB score, 
removing the incentive for banks to shrink their balance sheets.  

2 Address non-public liquidity requirements to treat the monetization assumptions of reserves 
as equivalent to Treasuries, consistent with LCR. Even if regulators are convinced that a 
certain level of cash is required to meet intraday liquidity needs or to have a successful 
resolution, supplementing these changes with the creation of an SRF — provided it was open 
until the close of Fedwire — could make reserves and Treasuries nearly perfect substitutes, 
at least in terms of liquidity.�3 

Conclusion 
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1 Federal Reserve.
2    The LCR requires banks to hold high quality liquid assets (HQLA) sufficient enough to cover a projected 30-day net cash 

outflow under stress. It is calculated by dividing high HQLA by projected 30-day net cash outflows. For a bank looking to 
comply with the LCR, swapping excess reserves for treasury reverse repo merely exchanges one high quality liquid asset 
for another in the numerator of the ratio, leaving it unchanged. This compares to agency debt and agency MBS, which are 
treated as a relatively weaker form of HQLA under the LCR.

3    https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/tarullo20141120a%20.htm 
4    Source: Bank of America Merrill Lynch. Figure reflects estimate using NY Fed methodology for potential “day 1” potential 

stressed outflows across the 8 US G-SIBs.
5   https://www.federalreserve.gov/supervisionreg/resolution-plans.htm 
6    During JPMorgan’s 3Q19 earnings call, CEO Jamie Dimon indicated that “..the requirement under CLAR and resolution 

recovery” has been necessitating an elevated amount of reserves held at the Fed relative to pre-crisis.
7   https://bpi.com/design-challenges-for-a-standing-repo-facility/ 
8 https://bpi.com/what-just-happened-in-money-markets-and-why-it-matters/ 
9    Source:  Goldman Sachs Equity Research, “Americas Banks: G-SIB framework contributing to volatility in short term 

secured funding markets”, September 19, 2019. Includes, for example, reducing derivative notional exposures and selling 
non-core assets.

10  https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-discount-window-became-a-pain-in-the-repo-market-11574337601 
11  The Fed is contemplating the potential for the introduction of a Stress Capital Buffer (SCB) which would make risk-based 

capital ratios more binding. As per a recent speech by the Fed’s Vice Chair for Supervision Randy Quarles (https://www.
federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/quarles20190905a.htm), leverage requirements could be removed from capital 
stress testing and only applicable on a spot basis.

12  Banks borrowing from a standing repo facility and relending that cash into the market will still result in pressure on the SLR 
and upward pressure in G-SIB score given it results in a larger balance sheet.  

13  https://bpi.com/design-challenges-for-a-standing-repo-facility/ 
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Traditional portfolio management doctrine suggests that a fixed  
income fund should be long duration in a declining interest  
rate environment. The concept applies to even the shortest of 
duration fixed income fund: money funds. In a declining rate 
environment, funds with long Weighted Average Maturities 
(WAMs) should outperform because longer maturity fixed rate 
assets prop up portfolio yields. It is one of the reasons that 
money funds remain popular investment vehicles for investors 
as rates fall. This is especially true versus competing products 
like bank deposits, which tend to immediately reset lower  
after the Federal Reserve (Fed) cuts administered rates. 
However, during the Fed’s recent 75 basis point (bps) mid-cycle 
adjustment, money funds’ WAMs remained relatively short 
compared to the maximum allowable level of 60 days. Crane 
Data’s Government Institutional Money Fund Index showed 
WAMs of just 26, 25, 28 and 30 days as of month-end in July, 
August, September, and October, respectively.� Crane Data’s 
Prime Institutional Money Fund Index showed WAMs of 33,  
35, 33 and 33 days over those same months.2    

1 Crane Data — MFI XLS Product 11-27-19 
2 Crane Data — MFI XLS Product 11-27-19
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The answer begins all the way back in December of 2018, when the Fed released its updated 
Summary of Economic Projections at the year-end Federal Open Market Committee 
(FOMC) meeting. At that meeting, the Fed raised its target range for rates by 25 bps to 
2.25%–2.50% and its dot plot at the time showed median expectations of another 50 bps  
in hikes during 2019 and one last 25 bps hike in 2020.3 Given those expectations, money 
funds positioned in significant barbells with heavy allocations to overnight repurchase 
agreements (repo) and longer maturity floating rate notes were very comfortable with their 
strategy. Asset allocations, at that time, resulted in low WAMs and ample liquidity ready  
to take advantage of higher expected rates. However, as trade tensions escalated rapidly, 
global growth slowed and investor sentiment rolled over, the market quickly began  
pricing in a different path for rates.

Money fund portfolio managers determine the relative value of longer maturity fixed rate 
trades by comparing the offered rate for a particular maturity to expected overnight repo 
rates over the same time period. If the term rate exceeds the calculated breakeven rate of 
overnight rates, the trade is determined to have value. As global economic data deteriorated, 
traders quickly flattened yield curves. The window to take advantage of positive breakeven 
rates closed swiftly. Inverted money market curves (from the Fed Funds Futures market to 
the curves for both rates and credit) emerged shortly thereafter. Suddenly, a healthy debate 
over appropriate monetary policy surfaced. Many economists and strategists began making 
the case that the US economy was fundamentally too strong to justify pricing in an imminent 
Fed ease. Traders continued to push rates lower, testing the efficacy of the perceived 
Fed put. Ultimately, the Fed confirmed trader sentiment, defied strong fundamentals and 
acquiesced to delivering several insurance rate cuts.4 

While that debate was happening at the macro level, banks and dealers visited investors 
to talk about concerns that were simmering quietly in the funding markets. While the Fed 
continued to shrink its balance sheet and drain reserves from the financial system, US 
fiscal policy dictated heavy Treasury borrowing needs. Regulatory constraints that were 
implemented following the Global Financial Crisis limited the dealers’ ability to absorb both 
conditions simultaneously forever. The combination of these factors often left dealers 
with hefty inventories and balance sheets operating near full capacity. For money fund 
portfolio managers, this set expectations of repo rates continuing to creep higher within 
the Fed target range as the year progressed. Portfolio managers asked themselves if it was 
possible that overnight repo rates would continue to outperform, even after a potential 
25 bps rate cut. Elevated overnight estimates for repo rates in breakeven analysis made 
it harder to justify investing in longer maturities. This was particularly true when combined 
with concerns about the state of secondary market liquidity in the face of the funding market 
pressure. These apprehensions were not unfounded and came to fruition on September 16, 
the corporate tax date this year,  during the repo market disruption. During this time, funding 
market rates increased significantly: General Collateral repo rates reached 10% and the 
Secured Overnight Financing Rate (SOFR) increasing by over 300 basis points in two days.5

What Happened?
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Another challenge facing money fund portfolio managers was an increased focus on current 
yield. The changing face of distribution models, including the growth of financial intermediary 
portals and the daily transparency provided by fund families and data providers, has 
increased the competitive landscape for money funds. Savvy institutional investors pay  
very close attention to 1-day and 7-day yields and can efficiently make changes to their 
allocations between funds and fund families with a click of the button. This makes money 
fund managers sensitive to preventing drops in current yield. In a declining rate environment, 
when facing an inverted yield curve, there is less incentive to term out assets because it 
immediately depresses the current yield. This short-sighted view may benefit current yield 
today while missing potential upside down the road. Money fund portfolio managers have  
to balance both worlds.  

Regulatory changes that went into effect following the Global Financial Crisis also played  
a role in why funds were so short. The implementation of potential fees and gates tied to a 
fund’s weekly liquid assets changed how Prime money fund portfolio managers construct 
portfolios. To avoid any risk of flirting with minimum requirements, Prime money funds target 
weekly liquid asset levels around 40%. This biases portfolio WAMs lower. In order to extend 
WAM, more assets have to be invested in longer maturities for a barbell strategy. The timing 
of establishing the fund’s barbell is always very important. The risk remains if trade policy 
progress was made while the domestic economy continued to grow, the Fed could pause. 
There’s a risk a fund could get long while the market was pricing in cuts, only for the Fed to 
stop easing. This has the potential to depress portfolio yields over an even longer time frame. 
Instead, if a fund hedged with a more laddered approach to new purchases, the fund is 
protected against the Fed changing tune, but at the cost of a lower WAM. Government 
money funds were also affected by the post-Global Financial Crisis regulatory reforms but  
in a very different way. The asset migration out of Prime money funds left the bulk of money 
market cash in Government strategies. Trying to change portfolio strategy in very large 
funds can be challenging and at the mercy of issuer supply. In a market that prices in 
changes to rate expectations almost instantaneously, scale can hinder how nimble a 
portfolio is and how quickly it can change strategy.   

Last, but certainly not least, was money market assets under management (AUM) grew 
massively throughout the year, both in Prime and Government strategies. Institutional 
Government money funds’ AUM, year-to-date through October 31, 2019, increased by $181 
billion.6 Prime Institutional money funds’ AUM rose by $244 billion over the same timeframe.7 
The drivers of the cash inflows varied between corporate deal flow, fixed income investors 
shortening duration due to the inverted yield curve and risk aversion to equities at all-time 
highs among others. Cash inflows in a declining rate environment are a bit of a winner’s curse 
as new assets drag down duration metrics, increase liquidity and lower portfolio-level yields. 
Even as the new cash pushed yields lower, investors continued to invest in the funds. 
Determining how long new assets will stay invested in money funds is very important to the 
positioning of said funds. Trusting that the cash is “sticky” allows you to invest out the  
curve and take advantage of term premiums if and when they exist. In the absence of that 
confidence, or if the stated timeline of the investment is short-term, investors are biased  
to keeping liquidity on hand.  

3 https://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/files/fomcprojtabl20181219.pdf 
4 https://www.federalreserve.gov/mediacenter/files/FOMCpresconf20190731.pdf  
5 Source: Bloomberg
6 Crane Data — MFI XLS Product 11-27-19 
7 Crane Data — MFI XLS Product 11-27-19
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Regulatory changes, repo market concerns, rapid increases in AUM, Fed uncertainty and  
a focus on current yield all contributed to why money funds remained short during the recent 
decline in rates. Balancing all of these factors, while focusing on the trident of investment 
objectives for money fund managers (preservation of principal, providing daily liquidity and 
competitive yields consistent with current income) resulted in a challenging 2019.  

Conclusion
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More Surprises  
in Store? 
Just as 2019 defied predictions, a world of macro uncertainty 
could impact interest rates and cash returns in the year  
ahead. Looking forward to 2020, various uncertainties loom  
that could similarly surprise investors and significantly alter 
monetary policy.

Will Goldthwait 
Portfolio Strategist,  
Global Cash and Fixed Income 
Investment Management Teams
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“Prediction is very difficult, especially if it’s about the future,” 
Nobel Physicist Nils Bohr once said. For cash investors,  
2019 underscored this point. As 2018 ended, most market 
participants expected the Federal Reserve (Fed) to be hawkish 
in 2019, and the European Central Bank (ECB) to gradually 
become less accommodative. Then, in late 2018, the dramatic 
risk-off environment sharply changed matters.

Introduction
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At the end of 2018, the Fed’s dot plot forecasted two interest rate hikes of 25 basis points 
(bps) each during 2019. Markets, as measured by CME’s FedWatch Tool, largely concurred 
with this outlook. Instead, the opposite happened: the Fed cut rates by 75 bps amid trade 
tensions and declining global growth. A year later, the Fed funds target range is 150–175 bps, 
instead of the predicted range of 275–300 bps. 

The change came fast. Figure 4 shows how quickly the yield curve flattened. The spread 
between the 2-year and 10-year Treasury note slid from about 90 bps in October to 
near zero in December. It reached a low of -5 bps in August — a dramatically negative 
differential — on trade war escalation and weakening macroeconomic data. Similarly, 
Figure 5 shows how future expectations for 3-month Treasury bill rates suddenly slipped 
from slightly above 3% (and trending upward) in late 2018, to about 1.25% mid-year, before 
reaching the 150–175 bps range.

2019: The Sharp 
Change in 
Sentiment 
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Figure 6 
ECB Balance Sheet 
versus Excess 
Liquidity

  ECB Balance Sheet 
(LHS)

  ECB Excess Liquidity 
(RHS)

Similarly in Europe, while market participants expected the ECB to finish winding down 
its asset purchase program and possibly begin rolling off securities in 2020, that did not 
happen. As Figure 6 shows, the ECB’s balance sheet has remained stable, but excess 
liquidity has risen by about €100 billion in recent months, with the bank once again 
buying assets to stimulate growth. These abrupt policy reversals serve as a reminder that 
surprises happen, even when central bankers and investors seem certain about what the 
future holds.
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The Outlook  
for 2020

For what it’s worth, at the time of writing in mid-December, there’s a near total market 
consensus (at 98.5%) that the Fed won’t raise rates in 2020. Instead, markets foresee a 38% 
probability that the range will be 125–150 bps and a 30% probability that rates will remain in 
the current range.� Of course, these predictions could be as wrong as they were last year. 

In fact, while global growth has certainly slowed, there’s evidence that the economy might 
be bottoming out. Figure 7 shows the National Bureau of Economic Research’s (NBER) 
recession indicators for the US, UK, Germany and Japan. While data for all four countries 
signal a slump that began or deepened in 2019, recent readings show stabilization and 
some improvement, suggesting that growth may continue. Consumer sentiment data in 
the US supports this analysis. As Figure 8 shows, the Consumer Confidence Index has 
remained elevated throughout the year, with a modestly improving trend. The markets  
will be watching these indicators closely in the months ahead to discern if the business 
cycle will continue or if a recession is approaching. 

1 https://www.cmegroup.com/trading/interest-rates/countdown-to-fomc.html

Figure 7 
NBER Recession 
Indicators
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Geopolitical 
Tensions

Figure 8 
Consumer Confidence  
(Random Sample  
of US households)

State Street Global Advisors’ view has been that while the economy is slowing, the 
fundamentals remain strong. In particular, the economy is buoyed by ample market 
liquidity, tight corporate credit, strong capital ratios, robust bank balance sheets and low 
inflation despite extremely low unemployment. Moreover, global monetary policy has been 
responsive to the soft growth. At least 19 central banks have eased policy since the fourth 
quarter of 2018, and this number is likely to grow.2 As such, a recession may not be arriving 
soon. If one materializes, we don’t expect it to be deep or sustained.3 

2 https://www.ssga.com/cash/open_doc.html?docPth=/cash/ref_doc/q3-credit-research.pdf 
3  https://www.ssga.com/us/en/institutional/ic/insights/global-market-outlook-mid-year-2019/policy-uncertainty-weighs-

on-global-economic-growth-prospects

Still, uncertainty remains elevated heading into 2020, and the year could surprise investors 
just as 2019 did. Various ongoing political situations could promptly change the outlook  
for growth and monetary policy, in either direction. Concerns include unrest in Hong Kong, 
continued political risk in Europe and revived tensions in the Persian Gulf following the 
September bombing of a Saudi Arabian oil facility. 

A key variable in 2020 will likely be the ongoing US-China trade negotiations. Many investors 
believe that the administration is determined to ink a meaningful deal before the election, 
which could spur manufacturing, boost equity markets, and help the energy and materials 
sectors recover, potentially supporting somewhat tighter monetary policy. Whether or  
not China would hand theUS President such a victory, however, is unclear. Meanwhile, as the  
US presidential election approaches, partisan politics in Washington will heighten and could 
spill over into risk-off sentiment. It’s worth noting that while the Fed has frequently hiked or 
eased rates in presidential election years, only once since 1984 has it tightened monetary 
policy in the two months before election day.4

4 https://www.gailfosler.com/federal-reserve-presidential-election-cycle
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Repo Spike

In Europe, investors could see significant changes to monetary policy under the new ECB 
President, Christine Lagarde. President Lagarde has called for a “new European policy mix” 
and is promising a strategic review of the bank’s policy, to be concluded mid-year.5 While it  
is too early to tell exactly what this might lead to, there is a growing debate over whether the 
negative interest rates are effective in stimulating growth, and if so, whether the benefits 
justify the harm and risks inflicted on banks, business and the economy. 

Brexit, of course, has been a major source of both distraction and uncertainty. With the 
Conservative Party’s resounding victory in the December elections, chances are better than 
ever for an orderly exit from the European Union. Either way, it’s important to remember 
that, three and a half years after the referendum, overall economic data in the UK remains 
stable despite the political turmoil. 

5 https://www.marketwatch.com/story/ecb-president-lagarde-calls-for-new-european-policy-mix-2019-11-22

Also of interest to cash investors in 2020 will be the possibility that tighter funding in the 
repurchase agreement (repo) markets could trigger a repeat of the repo rate spike that 
occurred in the fourth quarter of 2019. To review, amid a corporate tax payment deadline and 
Treasury auction settlement, the demand for short-term financing soared for several days in 
mid-September 2019, sending the general collateral repo rate to nearly 10% and boosting the 
secured overnight funding rate (SOFR) by 300 bps in two days. The Fed responded promptly, 
injecting both temporary and permanent liquidity into the system, to manage rates and 
prevent them from elevating egregiously. The Fed’s move tightened SOFR, from an average 
spread of about 16 bps over the federal funds rate lower bound during June through August, 
to about 7 bps during November. Given the amount of liquidity the Fed is injecting into the 
market using Temporary Open Market Operations (overnight and term repo) and Permanent 
Open Market Operations (Treasury bill purchases), the Fed has achieved its objective of 
successfully lowering SOFR rate as it relates to the Fed funds range. (For more information, 
please see “The Repo Spike in Retrospect” in the Appendix.)

Figure 9 
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Conclusion On balance, our base case is for continued modest growth and relatively stable monetary 
policy in 2020. Still, cash investors would be wise to keep a closer-than-usual eye on 
geopolitical developments and monetary policy given the many factors that have the 
potential to quickly change the outlook.
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Todd N. Bean, CFA
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Head of US Traditional 
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Appendix The Repo Spike in Retrospect On September 16 and 17, 2019, general collateral repo rates 
spiked to nearly 10%, pushing the secured overnight funding rate (SOFR) higher by over 300 
basis points. The event was unprecedented, and briefly spooked markets before the Fed 
intervened with open market operations, bringing ultra-short-term interest rates back to 
normal ranges. Although the repo spike was short lived, it was dramatic enough that market 
participants have asked whether it will happen again, and if so what the implications might be.  

The short answer is that the repo spike appears to have been caused by an unusual 
confluence of factors that are unlikely to recur with any frequency. We believe that the  
Fed’s response is adequate to address repo market volatility and investor concerns  
in the near term. This article examines why we experienced this volatility and what policy 
options the Fed has implemented to address it. 

Causes of the Reserves Shortage It is not news that the Fed had been shrinking its 
balance sheet and draining reserves from the financial system over the last few years. In 
addition to the reserve drain from quantitative tightening, we’ve experienced other forms 
of reserve draining including increased usage of the Fed’s foreign repo pool and increased 
currency in circulation. Throughout the year, the Fed consistently expressed the desire to 
maintain ample reserves in the financial system but nobody really knew what that level was, 
especially in the post-crisis regulatory environment.  

Some would argue that the sudden shift in demand for reserves, and corresponding spike in 
price of reserves, proved that we had blown through the “ample” level of reserves necessary 
for smoothly functioning markets. With so many moving parts, accurately predicting the 
precise lowest level of acceptable reserves in the system to maintain “normal” liquidity was 
nearly impossible. When the Fed miscalculated slightly, the market let them hear it. 

Still, others argue that it was not solely a reserve shortage problem, because if that were the 
case we would expect to see more pressure in unsecured markets across the entire money 
market curve — like during the Global Financial Crisis — and we’d see banks taking actions 
to hoard reserves as long as possible during the day by doing things like delaying payments 
to the last minute before the wire closes. We did not see either of those. 

The next piece of the puzzle was supply. It is well known that the Treasury has significant 
funding needs and that supply has been heavy. On the micro level, in the money markets, 
significant net new bill supply was issued after Congress suspended the debt limit at the end 
of July. This certainly didn’t help dealers who were already flush with heavy inventories and 
were running balance sheets at full capacity. 

With reserves depleted and supply heavy, a perfect storm of events arrived: the corporate 
tax deadline on September 16, money fund redemptions leading up to tax date, Treasury 
settlements, plus exogenous factors like the attacks on the Saudi Arabian oil fields. 
Combined, these factors led to a shortage of reserves and spiking repo rates.  
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Prior to the Global Financial Crisis, banks would have quickly shifted reserves away from 
either their reserve holdings at the Fed or moved capital from other trading desks to take 
advantage of a spike in repo rates and arbitrage away the supply and demand imbalance. 
This is a very important piece of the puzzle explaining why repo rates spiked so hard, so  
fast. Under post-crisis regulations, banks no longer have the flexibility to quickly move 
reserves or capital between trading desks. Why? In order to meet lofty return-on-equity 
expectations, banks utilize 100% of capital, all the time, while still maintaining regulatory 
compliance as close to their acceptable limits as possible. This can be viewed as running  
at maximum capacity. It is not easy to make changes to that allocation quickly. Everything 
has to run through risk and compliance first. This has really slowed down that arbitrage 
shock absorber that used to exist.

Another key factor is the concentration of reserves: the five largest global systemically 
important banks (G-SIBs) now hold the vast majority of total reserves. Because of this, the 
Fed is reliant on the big banks to funnel the liquidity down to the smaller institutions that do 
not have direct access to the open market operations. Yet those reserves are proving to be 
relatively immobile. What can the Fed do, and what have they done, to address these issues?

The Solution Pretty quickly after the repo spike, the Fed came to market with Temporary 
Open Market Operations (TOMOs). These operations immediately add cash to the system 
by allowing primary dealers to pledge collateral to the Fed and borrow cash. The media 
made a big deal about it being the first time in ten years that the Fed had implemented these 
operations. However, prior to the Global Financial Crisis, under a different reserve regime, 
the Fed used TOMOs daily. 

One possible solution is the creation of a standing backstop repo facility. The Fed has been 
talking with market participants about this since early 2019, and it was discussed during the 
October 29–30 Open Market Committee meeting. Instead of having to execute TOMOs, this 
facility would be in place every day at a set rate for banks or dealers to access if the price 
of reserves spikes.  In theory, it would create a “repo roof.” Opening it up to non-primary 
dealers has been discussed, although this could be politically risky: if too many small foreign 
banks participate, in the next crisis, the Fed could find itself acting as the lender of first and 
last resort. Additionally, it would be challenging to set the rate appropriately. If it is too high, 
nobody would use it — as is the case with the negative stigma attached with the discount 
window. If it is too low, it would be used all the time by everybody. This would cement the Fed 
as the lender of first resort. Having this facility in place would have minimized the magnitude 
of the corporate tax date quake. 

The problem with both the open market operations and the standing repo facility is that 
they are only effective up to the point at which dealers are willing to gross up their matched 
repo books and take the balance sheet hit. They are no longer as effective on balance sheet 
sensitive dates like quarter-ends and particularly at year-end. This is why we heard of some 
general collateral repo trades above 3.00% at quarter-end in September. 

Another possible long-term solution is to loosen capital regulations and lighten leverage 
ratios and the margins applied to Treasuries. Banks have to hold 3% capital versus. US 
Treasury holdings. This is highly unlikely given the political implications of being “nice” to the 
banks, particularly in an election year. 
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The third possible solution — adopted by the Fed in October — is the re-expansion of the 
Fed’s balance sheet, via permanent Treasury purchases. In its first month, the Fed purchased 
about $60 billion in securities. It has said that it intends to continue the purchases into the 
second quarter of 2020. It has not committed to continuing purchases at a particular pace, 
although it has indicated that it intends to boost reserves from the early September balance 
of $1.35 trillion to at least $1.5 trillion. Importantly, this is not being sold to the public as a 
resumption of quantitative easing, but just a tweak to the levels of reserves in the system  
to ensure we are operating in an ample reserves regime. 

Conclusion At the time of writing (early December), the solution appears to be working. 
Despite significant net increases in Treasury bill supply in October and November, repo 
markets traded in the low end of the Fed’s target rate range with very little volatility. This 
is important as the large banks prepare themselves for year-end G-SIBs balance sheet 
snapshots, where capacity at the dealers may remain constrained. This has the potential to 
negatively impact liquidity heading into year-end. 

Ultimately, the Treasury is forecasted to have significant funding needs that may last for 
several years to come. To ensure that the supply is digested smoothly by the markets, the 
Treasury needs the levered community to participate from the auctions to the secondary 
market. The trade does not work properly if repo rates are at risk of extreme volatility and 
dealer balance sheets are at maximum capacity. Specific to State Street Global Advisors’ 
Cash Team, these issues have been on our radar for some time. We continue to position our 
portfolios in a balanced manner with plenty of liquidity heading into year-end but without  
an overreliance on overnight repo as the Fed continues to manipulate daily rates lower. 
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Disclosure

Important Information:

The information provided does not constitute investment advice and it 
should not be relied on as such. It should not be considered a solicitation  
to buy or an offer to sell a security. It does not take into account any 
investor’s particular investment objectives, strategies, tax status or 
investment horizon. You should consult your tax and financial advisor. All 
material has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable. There is  
no representation or warranty as to the accuracy of the information and 
State Street shall have no liability for decisions based on such information.

The whole or any part of this work may not be reproduced, copied or 
transmitted or any of its contents disclosed to third parties without SSGA’s 
express written consent.

This document may contain certain statements deemed to be 
forward-looking statements. Please note that any such statements  
are not guarantees of any future performance and that actual results  
or developments may differ materially from those projected in the 
forward-looking statements.
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